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Welcome to Cubitt Town Primary School 

 

 

 

Dear parents, 

This booklet has been written to provide you with information about our 

nursery class and to help you get to know about aspects of our school. 

We hope that you and your child have an exciting year with us and that 

you will come to appreciate what a good start your child is receiving on 

their journey through a lifetime of learning. 

Staff members working in our nursery make up a skilled and experienced 

team - our teachers and teaching assistants are fully qualified and trained 

to meet your child's particular needs, develop their learning in a safe and 

stimulating environment and prepare them for reception in ways that are 

right for your child. 

Above all we want you and your child to enjoy starting school and share 

that enjoyment with us. For this reason we value a strong partnership 

between home and school as we know that this enables children to get 

the most from their time in nursery. 

So, welcome to Cubitt Town Primary School. I hope that your child will 

have a happy and productive time with us here! 

 

Robyn Bruce 

Headteacher 

 

 

 



How children learn at CTPS Nursery 

 

 

 

 

 

At Cubitt Town Primary School, nursery children learn best when they are 

playing. 

A lot of research has been carried out looking at how very young children 

learn about the world around them. It was found that play is a child's 

‘work’- that when they play they behave in a way that allows them to learn, 

that they are active in their learning so they can develop  their 

concentration, to set little challenges for themselves at the right time and 

learn to cooperate with others. 

Play comes naturally to young children. You will see this if you watch your 

child in your home. Of course, as children grow older their need to play 

reduces and they become ready for learning in a gradually more formal 

way… but this point is some way off yet for your child. 

At Cubitt Town Primary School Nursery most of the children’s learning will 

occur through play-based activities where they can make their own 

choices, allowing them to follow their interests, when they are ready and 

at their own pace. Teachers at Cubitt Town Primary School understand 

that to begin more formal lessons too soon would be wrong for your child. 

 

 

 

 

The Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum 



The current Government curriculum is known as the Early Years 

Foundation Stage (EYFS) Curriculum. The Government has revised this 

curriculum in 2021 and an updated version can be found here: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/development-matters--2 

The EYFS curriculum places play and the special ways in which young 

children learn at its centre and encourages children to develop important 

learning characteristics and skills as well as building confidence and 

independence in readiness for the next stage - the National Curriculum -  

which begins in Year One. Through an ‘early years’ curriculum which is 

both broad and balanced children are allowed to make choices and are 

provided with opportunities through play and other experiences to develop 

their learning. 

There are seven parts to the EYFS curriculum which are the beginnings 

of the established subject areas children study when they are older. They 

may be familiar to you if you think back to your time at school. There are 

three PRIME areas of development, said to occur throughout all aspects 

of your child's learning while in nursery: 

● Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

● Communication and Language Development 

● Physical Development 

There are also four SPECIFIC areas of development, occurring at 

particular planned times or with particular resources: 

● Literacy, including reading and writing 

● Mathematics 

● Understanding of the World 

● Expressive Arts and Design 

 

 

 

For each of these, there are a number 

of small objectives that children will 

work towards. When children make their own choices about what to play 



with in nursery they will be meeting many of these objectives but staff also 

plan specific activities, often around a theme or topic (such as ‘Ourselves’ 

or using a familiar story like The Very Hungry Caterpillar for example, as 

a starting point). Some of these activities are led by an adult and we may 

ask particular children to join in so that they are helped with their learning. 

When you come into the nursery have a look around and see if you can 

identify where your child's language skills might progress or where their 

understanding of mathematics could be developed. Everything in our 

nursery is there for a very specific purpose. 

 

Assessing your child's progress 

While at nursery, children will be involved in activities that they choose, 

following their own interests. This makes up most of their time. During this 

time, the nursery staff observe the children and record what they are 

doing. This information then helps them plan the next steps that will 

encourage children to make progress. 

Ongoing observations of children participating in everyday nursery 

activities is the most reliable way of building up an accurate picture. 

Individual ongoing observations build up pictures of what children know, 

understand, feel, are interested in and can do over time and in a range of 

contexts. 

Some of what is observed, together with photographs of the activities 

children enjoy and examples of their work is collected through 

observations that are shared with you on the Tapestry Online learning 

journal.  

 

  



The classroom and outdoor area 

Our nursery classroom is a ‘child-centred’, inviting and colourful space 

that has been carefully planned and arranged to provide a setting where 

the children’s confidence can grow and allow them to develop important 

skills they will need later when they move up the school. 

Every part of the classroom is designed to provide for an important aspect 

of your child's learning. The environment is arranged into defined areas to 

allow your child to play with specific resources that focus their learning on 

a particular area. 

This might be enjoying books and stories in our book corner as your child 

starts on the journey to being a confident reader, developing their motor 

skills by completing a favourite jigsaw or stacking bricks, learning to count 

objects accurately and being able to recognise numbers in our 

mathematics area or strengthening their social skills in the home corner 

by playing cooperatively with their new friends, sharing resources and 

considering others wishes. 

Our outdoor space is given equal status in the nursery. This area allows 

a great deal of learning to take place and a lot of importance is placed on 

children using the outdoors to experiment, explore and take risks. 

Children’s enjoyment, wellbeing, behaviour, knowledge and 

understanding of their world and their physical development improve as a 

result of using the outdoors but did you know that children’s early interest 

in writing and ‘mark making’ often starts outdoors? Children regularly 

make marks or write in chalk, paint, mud and so on; there are lots of ways 

to use the outside area to support reading and writing. 

Access to the outdoors is particularly important for children who have an 

active-learning style and at Cubitt Town we endeavour to make our 

outdoor area as stimulating as our classroom. Indeed, some of our most 

exciting learning takes place outside! 



 

During the daily session children will have the opportunity to access the 

outside area if and when they choose. It is important to note that no 

restrictions are placed on any child while they are at nursery to use the 

area when it is open. 

Occasionally parents ask for a child to be kept indoors because of a cough 

or cold but it is not practicably possible or fair. If a child is not well enough 

to use the outdoor space then the child isn’t well enough to be attending 

nursery that day! 

Both indoors and outdoors, children have access to a range of activities 

and resources. Some of these involve water and paint; children may 

become a bit wet or messy but it is all part of growing up and exploring 

and learning about the world around them. It is really important that 

children are not worried about spoiling their ‘best’ clothes or that mum 

might be angry if they play with the paint. 

Please dress your child in clothes that you are happy for them to run, jump 

and roll about in or even have accidently splattered with paint! See 

‘Clothing’ for further advice. 

  



Nursery Staff 

The team in the nursery is made up of a small group of fully qualified 

professionals who are responsible for the supervision and education of 

your child. It includes teachers, nursery nurses and teaching assistants 

who work alongside the children, observe their play and assess their 

progress so they can plan the next steps to ensure your child develops 

their learning, their understanding, their skills and, importantly, 

confidence, cooperation and a positive attitude to school. 

From time to time, other professionals may work with us, such as speech 

and language therapists who help us to support children’s language 

development, or specially trained staff with special educational needs. 

 

Parental Responsibilities 

At Cubitt Town we place a great deal of importance on the partnership 

between home and school and the role parents play in the education of 

their children. It is our aim that parents and teachers work closely together 

for the benefit of the child. 

Just as the school has important responsibilities so, too, have parents. We 

need you to take an active interest in your child's education and their 

progress; we need you to ensure your child attends school every day and 

is picked up on time. We need you to work with us to help your child follow 

the rules and expectations of the school and to be well-behaved. 

Please read our home-school agreement carefully. It lists both our 

responsibilities and yours. Parents are asked to sign this during 

admissions. 

 

 

 

  



Starting nursery and settling in 

At Cubitt Town we try to make the move from home to nursery as smooth and 

stress-free as possible for you and your child. 

From early in their first term the children are admitted in very small groups each 

week so that staff can spend time with your child in order to establish a good 

relationship and to ensure that each child has settled reasonably well before 

more children are received. 

This means that your child may not start school as early as some of the other 

children but please do be patient and understand that we have the interests of 

your child at heart. 

Each child is different and has had different previous experiences. For that 

reason we are intentionally very flexible with the process of settling children into 

the class so we can meet the needs of your child and we ask that you, as 

parents, are too; for a really successful start to nursery we need your support 

to do what is best for your child. 

When you bring your child on the appointed start day, you may only be with us 

for half an hour or so depending on your child. Some children find it 

overwhelming if they have never been to a nursery before and we find it helps 

to settle in smaller stages. This may not be the case for all children. 

Our aim is to bridge the gap between home and school. This should never be 

hurried and we really appreciate parents who work with us to achieve this and 

respond positively to the requests of the nursery staff during this period. 

We find though that, after some initial and understandable apprehension about 

such a strange and busy place, most children soon realise our nursery is a new 

and exciting world for them! 

 

 AM PM Full Time 

Week 1 9:00-10:30 12:30- 2:00 9:00-10:30 

Week 2 9:00-12:00 12:30-3:30 9:00-12:30 
*having lunch in school 

Week 3  9:00-12:00 12:30-3:30 9:00-3:30 

 



The nursery session 

There are two sessions in Nursery - a morning and an afternoon session, 

and each runs for 3 hours. This is not a great deal of time and we try to 

make the most of it as we can. For that reason your child's punctuality and 

attendance is really important if they are to benefit the most from attending 

our nursery. We will also have a small number of full-time places available 

in 2022/23, and parents have been contacted separately about these. 

This is how we structure the nursery sessions: 

AM PM  

8:55 12:25 Gates open 

9:00 12:30 Session starts 

12:00 3:30 Home time 

 

Full time 
 
9:00 - 3:30 
Lunch 11:30-12:30 

 

The start of the session is an important time for us to register the children’s 

presence and it is essential you arrive during this 10 minute period before 

we close the register. Should you arrive after this time your child will, 

unfortunately, receive a ‘late’ mark and this will affect their punctuality 

record.  

Similarly, good attendance at nursery is crucial. A child who attends our 

nursery regularly does not only get more exposure to all the opportunities 

for learning and thus make good progress they will also develop important 

habits that are needed later. Parents are reminded that, once you accept 

a place for your child at our nursery, you have a responsibility to bring your 

child to school on time, each day and to keep to a minimum any time off 

school. Should your child need to be off for any reason you MUST call the 

school and tell the office so that a reason can be noted in the schools 

register. 

Please call the school on 020 7987 4362 to report any absences. 



Bringing and collecting your child 

The nursery has its own entrance which is accessed from the main school 

entrance on Manchester Road. It is located past the office on the right 

hand side.  

Please note that if you arrive after the start times you will need to bring 

your child to the office as they will, unfortunately, be classed as late. 

Children must always be brought into school and settled with a member 

of staff at the beginning of the session. On no account may they be left at 

the gate or with a younger sibling. Make sure your child remains with you 

after you have collected them from the nursery. 

Children will be taught to stay seated until their name is called at 

hometime. This is to ensure we can safely hand them over to you. Please 

DO NOT call your child as this can lead to confusion for them.  

If someone different is going to be collecting your child, please try to 

introduce them to a member of staff beforehand or give us their name so 

we can safely release your child into their care. We are unable to release 

children to anyone we don’t know or have not met for obvious reasons so 

it is helpful to know beforehand.  

 

Snack time 

During the session we like the children to have as much freedom as 

possible to make their own choices and plan their own time. The session 

does, however, have a structure to enable us to work with small groups of 

children, to enjoy snack time and to share any news with their friends. 

Snack time is when we gather together and share milk and fruit provided 

free for your child. It’s an important time that our children enjoy and is 

intended to promote your child's health and we ask you not to bring 

alternative drinks or other snacks and sweets to the nursery. If your child 

has any allergies to milk/ fruit then inform a staff member during the 

admission time. 

 



Clothing 

The school uniform for nursery is navy tracksuit bottoms and a navy 

sweatshirt. You can purchase this from the school or buy your own.  We 

ask that the clothing your child wears be easily manageable. Items such 

tracksuit bottoms are ideal as children can pull them up and down easily 

when using the toilet and can change them independently should they 

need to. We try to encourage independence as much as possible so 

clothing that the child can do themselves is a great help.  

Please do not put clothes on your child that are special or expensive. At 

nursery we sometimes have activities that can be messy and we want the 

children to feel comfortable to join in with the learning and not worry about 

getting their clothes dirty. We do provide aprons for such activities but 

children sometimes forget to put them on! 

We have many pieces of climbing equipment outside so children must 

wear suitable footwear to avoid unnecessary accidents. Trainers or shoes 

with Velcro fastenings are most suitable but sandals are not as they are a 

trip hazard when climbing. Please do not send your child in with jewellery 

as it is a safety issue.  

All items of clothing need to be labelled such as coats to avoid any child 

going home with items that are not theirs. Also, children need to bring a 

bag of labelled spare clothing to school such as a t-shirt, bottoms 

pants/knickers, and socks, in case your child needs changing. All children 

should bring in wellies to be kept at school for outdoor learning activities.  

  



Toileting 

At Cubitt Town we expect our children to start nursery school being able 

to attend to their own toileting needs as far as possible. For that reason, 

all children should be out of nappies when they join us. We want your child 

to be as independent as possible so that they can use the nursery toilets 

independently and become confident at managing their own needs. 

 

Sickness 

The health and safety of your child is of utmost importance and we make 

every effort to maintain a safe and clean environment for the children. You 

can help us by ensuring that the following rules are obeyed. 

If a child has a tummy upset they must be kept at home for 48 hours after 

the symptoms have disappeared. Remember there are many other 

children and adults in the class so bugs are easily spread. 

Should your child become ill or be injured in an accident during the session 

we may contact you to come and collect them. Staff are fully trained in 

First Aid to attend immediate knocks, cuts and bruises but you will be 

contacted and informed of any head injury and invited to collect your child 

for further medical attention should you wish. 

The details of the two emergency contacts you have given us are 

important for this and we should always be able to contact someone, a 

family member or close friend, while your child is in school. It is essential 

that you inform us of any changes to these contacts, such as mobile 

telephone numbers, immediately. 

Lastly, if you have any questions regarding the information contained in 

this booklet, please see a member of the nursery team and we will be 

happy to help. 

 


